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Abstract Empirical evidence shows that longer spells of unemployment are associated with fewer job offer arrivals, lower job-finding rates and wage offers. Further, employers discriminate against workers with longer unemployment spells. This paper sets up a directed search model in which firms imperfectly screen candidates. Unemployment duration is informative about the worker’s expected productivity: if skilled workers perform better at the recruiting stage, then longer unemployment durations signal lower expected productivity. We show that candidates with shorter unemployment spells are ranked ahead in equilibrium. The model is calibrated to the US economy to show that wages also fall with duration.
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Introduction



It is well documented that the workers’ reemployment prospects deteriorate the longer they are unemployed. Machin and Manning (1999) show for the US that a 10% increase in unemployment duration reduces the job-finding hazard rate by 4.5%. Using European panel data, Addison, Portugal, and Centeno (2004) estimate the marginal effect of duration on the arrival rate of job offers at -0.131. Keane and Wolpin (1997) find that blue-collar workers experience a wage drop by 9.6 % after one year of unemployment, whereas white-collar workers’ wages are reduced by 36.5%. Less known is the effect of unemployment duration on reemployment prospects over the business cycle. Using CPS data, we document that the ratio of the hazard rates corresponding to low monthly unemployment rates to the one of periods of high unemployment rate is not sensitive to unemployment duration. In contrast, wages of newly employed are procyclical for unemployment spells up to 3 months, and countercyclical otherwise. How firms’ recruiting decisions depend on the candidates’ unemployment duration has been studied by Oberholzer-Gee (2008) in a field experiment. Surveyed firms report to discriminate against candidates of longer unemployment spells. The main reason given is that long unemployment duration implies a high number of rejections at previous job interviews. We refer to this mechanism as informational stigma.1 This paper presents a directed search model based on informational stigma in line with the above empirical evidence. We analyze an OLG economy with coordination frictions and heterogeneity on the supply side of the labor market. There is symmetric incomplete information on workers’ productivity, yet firms have access to an imperfect screening technology. If skilled workers are more successful at the tests, then longer unemployment durations signal lower expected productivity. We show that firms rank candidates by their unemployment duration. Equilibrium hazard rates hence decline with duration. Further, this informational externality is shown to be responsible for the constrained inefficiency of the equilibrium allocation. 1



Genda, Kondo, and Ohta (2010) find persistent negative effects of the unemployment rate on employment



prospects at high-school graduation for Japanese men. The Japanese school-based hiring system is pointed out to be responsible for this result. The stigma mechanism is similar to the one posed in this paper: recruiters discriminate in favor of candidates recently graduated from high school. Further, this mechanism is not limited to labor markets. It may apply to other markets where it is difficult to evaluate quality, and time on the market is informative. For example, searchers in the housing market may be less interested in ads that have been posted for a long time.
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What can be said on the pattern of wages, and more generally on workers’ market value, over unemployment duration? Wages are posted to attract job-seekers, and may be made contingent on observables (i.e. unemployment duration). Firms may receive multiple applications. Thus, they set wages according to the expected difference of the worker’s productivity with respect to the productivity of the next best candidate. A sufficient condition for declining wages is a sufficiently convex expected productivity distribution over unemployment duration. Partly because the expected productivity is endogenously determined, the wage distribution is difficult to analyze. We calibrate the model to the US economy, and show that the equilibrium wages steadily decline with unemployment duration. Moreover, we prove that workers’ market value also decreases with duration. One other important implication of the informational stigma mechanism is that the wage distribution may be quite sensitive to business cycle fluctuations. Shocks on aggregate productivity affect the entry of firms, and consequently the composition of the unemployment pool. A tighter labor market increases the employment chances of the skilled workers with short unemployment spells. As a result, workers with long durations are more likely to be unskilled. The model’s wage distribution must therefore decline faster for the first weeks, and then become flatter. To show how aggregate productivity shocks affect the hazard rate and wage distributions over duration, we use the calibrated model to perform a counterfactual exercise by increasing total output by 5%. We calculate the ratios of the counterfactual economy to the calibrated one for these two variables. The simulated hazard rate ratio does not change significantly with unemployment duration, which is in line with the data. As expected, the simulated wage ratio in turn declines fast in the first weeks, and remains flat thereafter. In contrast to the data, simulated wages are procyclical for all durations. This paper is not the first one studying informational stigma. Vishwanath (1989) and Lockwood (1991) model rational stigma along the lines described above: to acquire information on candidates’ productivity, workers are tested, and falling hazard rates arise provided that skilled workers perform better at tests. More specifically, the former paper is a partial equilibrium model with matching frictions in which the focus is on the supply side, and state dependence is imposed. Lockwood (1991) sets up a general equilibrium model, with two-sided random search. Ranking by duration does not take place as meetings are bilateral. Further, wages are at odds with the empirical evidence as workers are paid their home productivity in equilibrium. The negative duration dependence result regarding job-finding rates in turn relies on two key assumptions: First, the unskilled workers’
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leisure value is above their market productivity, and, second, workers’ search is costless.2 Ranking of job applicants by unemployment duration has first been introduced by Blanchard and Diamond (1994).3 They study a random search model where firms rank job candidates by assumption and wages are continuously bargained over. Since meetings are bilateral, the worker’s and firm’s disagreement points are the asset value of a newly unemployed and a vacancy, respectively. Contrary to our setting in which wages capture the marginal value of the candidate with respect to the other applicants, their equilibrium wages are independent of unemployment duration. Moreover, other mechanisms of duration dependence have been analyzed in the literature. Gonzalez and Shi (2009) study a competitive search framework where workers learn about their idiosyncratic job-finding ability over time, and adjust their job search accordingly. Learning by searching is also present in our setting, although workers cannot direct their search to different jobs in the symmetric equilibrium.4 Pissarides (1992) and Ljungqvist and Sargent (1998) model skill attrition and search discouragement over an unemployment spell to account for the persistence of unemployment following temporary negative shocks. We can show that the informational stigma equilibrium is observationally equivalent to the steady state equilibrium of an economy in which skill attrition is the driving mechanism. Beyond the differences in goals, our model is formally close to Shi (2002) and Shimer (2005). Their papers introduce heterogeneity into a static directed search model. They assume an exogenous productivity distribution, and equilibrium wages need not fall with productivity. In contrast, the expected productivity is determined endogenously in our model, which allows us to show a falling wage distribution. The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the CPS data. In Section 3, we set up a directed search model with overlapping generations of unemployed workers. We determine the equilibrium, and calibrate the model. Section 4 studies the efficiency properties of equilibrium, and 2



The first assumption ensures that the pool of candidates deteriorates over time, whereas the second guarantees



labor market participation. Notice that if the search activity were costly, then there would be no job-seekers as they would still expect to be paid their home productivity because of lack of commitment on the part of the firm. In our paper, endogenizing costly search effort would generate search discouragement effects because of the ranking mechanism. 3 Moen (1999)constructs a ranking model by education showing that human capital investments prior to matching are undertaken not only to raise future wages, but also employment prospects. 4 Note also that, in contrast to our model, productivities are identical across workers. Thus, all decisions are independent of the distribution of unemployment durations.
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contains a policy analysis. All proofs are in the Appendix.
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Data



This section looks at hazard rate and entry wage data from the Current Population Survey (CPS), a monthly US survey published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. We make use of the limited longitudinal aspect of this dataset to keep track of the employment status of the interviewed agents as well as to learn what the entry wage is. Interviewees also report their unemployment duration in weeks. The sample period under analysis is 1994-2008. Appendix 6.2 contains further descriptive details of the data set. The pool of observations is briefly speaking restricted to non-farming and non-public-sector individuals of age 20 to 60 who were unemployed and actively seeking a job at the previous month. We obtain 52 576 observations of individuals’ employment status and 12 852 for hourly wages. The wage sample is much smaller mostly because wages are only asked to the outgoing rotation group. First, we describe the hazard rate analysis. We look at whether job-seekers of any given duration τ have become employed since the last interview. Then we generate time series of newly employed and total job-seekers for any unemployment duration. These two series are seasonally adjusted using the US Census Bureau’s X-12-ARIMA. To obtain the empirical monthly hazard rate, h(τ ), we calculate the ratio of total entrants to total seekers for any duration τ are added up. That is, P e(t, τ ) P h(τ ) ≡ t s(t, τ) t where e(t, τ ) and s(t, τ ) refer to the weighted and seasonally adjusted mass of newly employed and job-seekers who have been unemployed for τ weeks at time t, respectively.5 Figure 1a shows the empirical monthly hazard rate distribution. It steadily declines as unemployment progresses. Table 1 reports the correlation of the hazard rate and unemployment duration to be -0.8289. Despite that, the decline is much steeper during the first months indicating that the reemployment prospects deteriorate fairly soon. Regarding earnings, CPS distinguishes between hourly wages and weekly earnings. Due to issues concerning the measurement of working-time, we focus on before-tax-and-deductions hourly wages, which exclude overtime pay, tips, and commissions. Hourly wages are deflated by the monthly CPI. 5



See e.g. Shimer (2008) for a similar approach.
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Table 1: Correlation with Unemployment Duration Correlation



Overall



Boom



Recession



Hazard rate



-0.8289 (0.0000)



-0.8489 (0.0000)



-0.8487 (0.0000)



Log hourly wage



-0.3919 (0.0000)



-0.4855 (0.0000)



-0.0306 (0.1445)



Note: The significance level is reported within parenthesis.



To control for heterogeneity, we regress log hourly wages on a number of observables: monthly dummies to seasonally adjust, age, and other dummies related e.g. to education, sex, race, marital status, and major industry and occupation. The coefficient of determination R2 is 0.4363, meaning that the observables explain less than one half of total earnings variation in line with the literature. Figure 1b shows the average entry wages as the average of the regression residuals by duration. The correlation between unemployment duration and the average entry wages is -0.3919 as Table 1 shows implying that wages decline fairly more slowly than hazard rates.6 Furthermore, we look at the sensitivity of both hazard rates and entry wages to the business cycle. As is standard in the literature we use unemployment as the business cycle indicator. We create a “boom” and a “recession” subsample. Observations are sorted into the boom (recession) subsample if the corresponding unemployment rate is below the 25% percentile, i.e. a rate below 4.5% (above the 75 percentile, i.e. a rate above 5.7%). Each group is formed by over 1700 observations. We observe no significant difference in the slope of the empirical job-finding rate distributions, although it is easier to find a job during booms than recessions as Figure 4a shows.7 Regarding wages, their correlation with unemployment duration is fifteen times bigger during booms than during recessions. Figure 4b also shows that the ratios of entry wages during booms to the ones during recessions has a falling trend after the first 3 months of unemployment. For such durations, wages appear to be countercyclical. 6



When regressing the entry wages on the mentioned variables along with the log of unemployment rate and the log



of unemployment duration, the elasticity of hourly wages with respect to duration is -.01, and statistically significant at 1.4%. 7 As workers may not report precisely the length of their unemployment spell (a usual concern when working with survey data), we have smoothed data using Kernel-weighted local polynomial smoothing. The correlation of smoothed log hourly wages and duration is -0.7492, whereas for booms (recessions) becomes -0.7095 (0.3467). We have also looked at different age ranges, particularly 20-30 and 20-25 year-olds, and at other variables, e.g. including weekly extra payments. The qualitative results hold when looking at correlations, but not for the F-test results. See Appendix 6.2 for robustness checks.
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Hazard Rate Data



Wage Data
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Figure 1: Smoothed and non-smoothed Data With respect to wages, we also perform one more linear regression including two unemployment duration variables, one for each subsample, and a cubic polynomial of the unemployment rate. We interpret the coefficients of the duration variables as the additional effect of unemployment duration on wages over the business cycle. The estimate for the recession period is not statistically significant, whereas the one for the boom is -0.002 and statistically different from 0 at 1%. We test the null hypothesis of whether those coefficients coincide with one another. The F test rejects it at 5% in favor of the recession coefficient being larger than the boom one.8
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Model



This section presents a directed search model with overlapping generations of workers in line with the empirical evidence. The two key features of this economy are symmetric incomplete information on workers’ productivity and imperfect screening by firms. 8



Using monthly CPS data for newly employed workers, we also find that real hourly wages are procyclical, with a



statistically significant unemployment rate coefficient around -0.0115 for the 1994-2008 period. These results are in the lower bound of the estimates reported in the literature. For example, Pissarides (2009) reports that the coefficient of the unemployment rate in the wage regression for job-changers is near to -0.03, whereas for job-stayers is about -0.01 or below. Wages linked to job-to-job transitions, however, may be more procyclical. Carneiro and Portugal’s (2007) estimate for Portuguese data is cited to be -2.08. See also Abraham and Haltiwanger (1995) for further references.
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3.1



Environment



Time is discrete. A unit measure of unemployed workers are born every period, and live for T periods. The economy is thus populated by a measure T of workers, and a continuum of firms determined by free entry in every period. All agents are risk neutral and discount future payoffs at a common rate β. Workers are identified by a pair (τ, i). τ ∈ {1, 2, ..., T } denotes their age or, equivalently, their elapsed duration of unemployment if jobless. i ∈ {l, h} stands for their ability or productivity level yi , with yh > yl ≡b, where b is the home productivity. Type i is drawn at birth by Nature. A worker is born high-skilled with probability µ.9 The focus is on the steady-state allocation, and hence time indices are suppressed. Let ui (τ ) denote the measure of unemployed workers of type (τ, i) at the beginning of period t. As a result of the Law of Large Numbers, a mass uh (1) = µ of newborn workers are high-skilled. The two-dimensional unemployment distribution {ui (τ )}i,τ is the state variable in this economy. At the beginning of every period, workers can be either employed or unemployed. The unemployed seek job opportunities, and derive utility from home production. The employed consume their wage, and remain at their firm until retirement at age T .10 Firms in turn can be either active or vacant. Each firms is identified with one job. Active firms employ one worker, who produces according to her productivity. By posting a vacancy, vacant firms incur recruitment cost k. Recruiting firms may receive multiple applications, and must select at most one candidate. Age τ is assumed to be public information. In contrast, there is symmetric incomplete information on worker’s productivity: it is unobservable to both the worker herself and potential employers, but imperfectly testable by the latter. Screening Technology.



At no cost, seeking firms may imperfectly screen job candidates. The



unskilled applicant passes the test with probability λl = λ ∈ (0, 1), a false negative. For simplicity, 9 10



We will refer to type l workers as low-ability, low-skilled or unskilled indistinctly. Analogously for type h agents. Employment is an absorbing state for tractability reasons. Otherwise, workers would differ not only by their



last unemployment spell, but also by their whole unemployment history. This would provide firms (and workers) with additional information about worker’s productivity. Further, if firm-initiated layoffs were considered, then the entire employment history would be informative. These extensions complicate the algebra without adding much to our story. See Gibbons and Katz (1991) for a theoretical and empirical analysis of this case.
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skilled applicants are assumed to always succeed at the test, λh = 1.11 We assume that test information is not verifiable and cannot be traded. Thus neither workers nor firms have access to the test results, and only know the result of the hiring decision. The expected productivity of any given cohort τ conditional on passing the test, and on the distribution u, is determined by y τ (u) =



yh uh (τ ) + yl λul (τ ) uh (τ ) + λul (τ )



(1)



Timing. Before describing the remaining details, the following outlines the timing of events within each period: 1. A unit mass of workers are born, and enter the pool of unemployed. 2. Firms post job offers at cost k. 3. Workers direct their search and submit at most one application. 4. Matching process takes place: (a) Workers take the test. (b) Firms select at most one candidate. 5. Successful job-seekers start producing according to their productivity, which is revealed upon hiring, and consume their income. 6. Unmatched workers remain unemployed and consume b, whereas unfilled vacancies disappear. Contracting Space. Recruiting firms commit to a contractual job offer, and job-seekers direct their search after observing all offers. Let w = {wτ }τ ∈T be an offered contract, which may stipulate wages contingent on observables. We do not allow for wages contingent on ex-ante unobservables such as the revealed productivity or the outcome of the matching process (that is, how many applications the firm received). We think of those events as unverifiable and therefore non-enforceable. 11



Costless screening is assumed for simplicity. With convex screening costs satisfying the Inada conditions, it can



be shown that screening takes place in equilibrium, and the main results do not change. If λ = 0, then the screening would be perfect. Imperfectness of applicant screening is widely supported by the human resource management literature. See e.g. ?. The normalization λh = 1 is a simplification. The relevant assumption is that type h workers are more likely to pass the test than type l workers.
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As is common in directed search models, wage offers price waiting time. In this economy, firms set a menu of wages not only to trade off higher wages with a higher rate of applications (extensive margin), but also to attract candidates of higher productivity (intensive margin). Optimal Selection Rule. As mentioned earlier on, seeking employers may receive several applications. To discriminate among candidates, recruiters may use the costless screening technology. Due to the simplifying assumption that unskilled workers are not employable, i.e. yl ≡ b, passing the test is a necessary condition for a worker to be shortlisted. Furthermore, firms set a selection rule σ, which reorders age indices according to their corresponding expected profitability. Firms are assumed to randomize among ex-ante equally productive candidates. Further, if two different cohorts had the same expected profitability, then the younger cohort would be ranked ahead. Formally, for any τ, τ 0 ∈ {1, ..., T },



σ(τ ; u) < σ(τ 0 ; u) iff Jτ (w; u) > Jτ 0 (w; u), or Jτ (w; u) = Jτ 0 (w; u) and τ < τ 0 ,



(2)



where Jτ (w; u) stands for the firm’s expected discounted value upon filling the vacancy with a worker of age τ . The optimal permutation σ depends on the state variable as it pins down the expected productivity distribution as in (1). Given the state variable u, the permutation is thus bijective.12 We will refer to s ≡ σ(τ ; u) as the position in the queue of the representative agent of age τ . Search and Matching. Workers and firms come together via search. Workers of the same age use identical mixed-application strategies, which is a natural assumption when looking at symmetric equilibrium with a continuum of agents. In other words, by ruling out coordinating strategies, coordination frictions arise and guarantee the coexistence of unemployment and vacancies. To be more specific, the matching process relies on the urn-ball scheme. Meetings are multilateral: some urns (i.e. posted offers) receive several balls (i.e. applications), whereas some others receive no one. Only one ball per urn can be selected. As a result, some workers and firms are matched, and the remaining seekers stay unemployed or vacant. Let v(w) be the measure of vacant firms offering job w. As applications are submitted independently over time and across workers, each of those firms expects qs (w) ≡



P



i



λi ui (σ −1 (s;u)) v(w)



applicants



of age σ −1 (s; u). To simplify notation we will omit the dependence of q on the contract w in the 12



Let σ −1 (·; u) denote the inverse function of σ(·; u).
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following unless needed for clarity. Define q s ≡ (q, q2 , ..., qs ). For each firm, the probability of filling a job w with a type s worker is



− s



X



qs 0  1 − e−qs .



s0 


ηs (q ) = e



(3)



The first factor of this expression stands for the probability that no worker better placed than a candidate of type s either applies to the firm or, if applied, performs well in the test.13 Whereas the second term is the probability that the firm receives at least one application from cohort σ −1 (s; u). Note that this expression captures both a firm’s ranking strategy and the fact that unsuccessful workers at the test are never hired. Since it must be the case that the measure of matched workers and firms coincide, we have νs (q s )qs = ηs (q s ). Therefore, the job-finding probability for a given type s worker conditional on applying to job w and passing the test is14 − s



νs (q ) = e



X



qs 0



s0 


1 − e−qs . qs



(4)



Value Functions Let us proceed with the value functions for workers and firms. As employment is an absorbing state, an employed worker derives utility from wages till retirement: Eτ (w) = wτ



1 − β T −τ +1 . 1−β



(5)



An unemployed worker of age τ produces b at home, and applies costlessly to any posted job offer that maximizes her utility. The applicant passes the test with probability pτ (u) =



λuh (τ )+uh (τ ) uh (τ )+ul (τ ) .



Con-



ditional on succeeding at the screening stage, she gets employed with probability νσ(τ ;u) (q σ(τ ;u) (w)), 13



This comes out from taking the limit of the below expression to the large game, where ρ(s0 ,i) (w) is the probability



assigned to contract w by type i workers of age σ −1 (s0 ; u): −



lim



Y



1 − ρ(s0 ,h) (w)



uh (σ−1 (s0 ;u))



1 − λρ(s0 ,l) (w)



ul (σ−1 (s0 ;u))



=e



X



s0 


qs0 .



s0 


14



Notice that if yl > b, then firms would randomize among candidates provided no one passed the test. We rule



out this case for tractability reasons, and hence candidates who failed the test are not employable.
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and obtains value Eτ (w). Otherwise, she remains unemployed one more period. Thus, her value function is n o Uτ (u) = b + max pτ (u)νσ(τ ;u) (q σ(τ ;u) (w)) (Eτ (w) − b − βUτ +1 (u)) + βUτ +1 (u), w



τ =1,...,T (6)



with UT +1 ≡ 0. Notice that the unemployment value depends on the state variable through both the probability pτ (u) and the selection rule σ(τ ; u). Now, a firm that has offered contract w and has filled its vacancy with a type τ worker receives worker’s productivity net of wages till the worker retires: Jτ (w; u) = (y τ (u) − wτ )



1 − β T −τ +1 . 1−β



(7)



Like workers, firms also need to know the state variable u in order to compute the applicants’ expected productivity, y¯τ (u). The corresponding value function of a vacancy is defined by V (w; u) = −k +



T X



ηs (q s (w))Jσ−1 (s;u) (w; u).



(8)



s=1



A firm posting a vacancy for one period incurs a recruitment cost k, and gets the job filled in with a type s candidate with probability ηs (q s ).



3.2



Equilibrium



Now, we define the symmetric recursive equilibrium in steady state. The state variable u is endogenous, and is determined by the history of all agents’ equilibrium decisions. Definition 1 A steady state symmetric recursive equilibrium consists of value functions V (·; u), Jτ (·; u), Eτ (·): [0, yh ]T → R+ , and U (u) ∈ RT+ , a distribution for each type i of workers over durations ui : {1, ..., T } → [0, 1], a selection rule σ(·; u) : {1, ..., T } → {1, ..., T }, a menu of contracts w ∈ [0, yh ]T , and an expected queue length function Q ≡ (Qτ )τ : [0, yh ]T → R+ T such that: i) Given Q, σ , and u, the value functions satisfy the above Bellman equations (5)-(8). ii) Firms’ profit maximization and zero-profit condition: – Given u and w, the selection rule σ satisfies condition (2). – Given U , Q, u, and σ, w is the profit-maximizing contract, and profits become zero at w: V (w0 ; u) ≤ 0, ∀w0 ∈[0, yh ]T with equality for w0 = w. 12



(9)



iii) Workers direct their search. Define UT +1 ≡ 0. Then ∀w0 ∈ [0, yh ]T ,  Uτ (u) ≥ b + pτ (u)νσ(τ ;u) (Qσ(τ ;u) (w0 )) Eτ (w0 ) − b − βUτ +1 (u) + βUτ +1 (u)



∀τ = 1, ..., (10) T



and Qσ(τ ;u) (w0 ) ≥ 0, with complementary slackness. iv) Recursivity condition. Define qτ ≡ Qτ (w). The distribution of workers recursively satisfies   ui (τ + 1) = ui (τ ) 1 − λi νσ(τ ;u) (q σ(τ ;u) ) for i ∈ {l, h} , τ = 1, ..., T − 1



(11)



with uh (1) = µ and ul (1) = 1 − µ. v) Resource constraint: uh (τ ) + ul (τ )λ µ + (1 − µ)λ = qσ(τ ;u) q1



for τ = 2, ..., T such that ωτ > b.



(12)



Firms maximize profits, which drop down to zero in equilibrium because of free entry. The third equilibrium condition is required to pin down rational expectations on queue lengths out of the equilibrium. This subgame perfection condition determines the expected queue length for any given contract attractive to workers by making them indifferent between the equilibrium contract and this other offer. The Law of Large Numbers ensures that ui (τ )λi νσ(τ ;u) (q σ(τ ;u) ) type i workers of age τ will leave unemployment at the end of the period. Thus, the fourth condition determines the law of motion for the state variable. Finally, the Resource constraint ensures that for each τ the number of applications sent, uh (τ )+λul (τ ), equals the number of applications received, qσ(τ ;u) v. The condition is obtained by eliminating the mass of vacancies v from the system of resource constraints. The qualifying condition, wτ > b, is satisfied in equilibrium for all durations as it is always optimal for the firm to offer a positive net wage to all types of workers.



3.3



Equilibrium with Ranking by Unemployment Duration



For the remainder of this section, we focus on a particular subset of the equilibria just defined: we show existence and characterize the symmetric equilibria that feature σ(τ ; u) = τ . That is, firms optimally choose to discriminate against candidates with longer unemployment duration. The following proposition is a generalization of a standard result in the literature. Let f : [0, 1]2T × RT+ → [0, 1]2T × RT+ be defined as the composite correspondence f ≡ φ ◦ ψ, where φ and ψ
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are defined as follows. First, given u and U 0 , ψ(u, U 0 ) is defined as the set of triples (U, w, q) that satisfy the Resource constraint and solve the dual to the firm’s profit maximization program: max w,q T



s. to



ν1 (q) (E1 (w1 ) − b − βU20 ) P τ τ ητ (q )Jτ (wτ ) = k  b + pτ (u)ντ (q τ ) Eτ (wτ ) − b − βUτ0 +1 + βUτ0 +1 ≥ Uτ , ∀τ >1



(13)



The first constraint is the zero profit condition, whereas the remaining ones are the market value conditions. It can be shown that the firm’s maximization problem has a unique solution. Second, ˜ ), where u let φ be a function defined as φ(U, w, q) ≡ (˜ u, U ˜ is uniquely determined by the equilibrium ˜ = U . The proposition states that the equilibrium allocation can be Recursivity condition, and U identified with the solution of a fixed point problem. Proposition 3.1 Any equilibrium allocation (u, w, U, q) is a fixed point of correspondence f ; and conversely, a fixed point of f is an equilibrium allocation. Furthermore, it can be shown that f is indeed a continuous function. Notice that the finite lifetime of workers implies that the domain of f is of finite dimension. Hence Brouwer’s Fixed Point Theorem applies to show existence of a fixed point and thereby existence of equilibrium. Corollary 3.2 There exists a symmetric steady state equilibrium, which is characterized by the Recursivity condition and Resource constraint along with the following set of conditions: T X



(β(τ )y τ (u) − b − βUτ +1 ) e



−



Pτ −1



−qτ



q 0 τ 0 =1 τ



e



(1 +



τ X



qτ 0 ) − 1 −



τ 0 =1



τ =1



τ −1 X



! qτ 0



= −k



(14)



τ 0 =1



For τ ∈ {1, ..., T },



Uτ = b + βUτ +1 + qτ e−qτ β(τ )wτ = 1 − e−qτ



pτ (u) Pτ



e



τ 0 =1 qτ 0



∆τ −



T X



∆τ −



T X



e



−



!



Pτ 0 −1



q 00 τ 00 =τ +1 τ



−qτ 0



(1 − e



)∆τ 0



(15)



+ b + βUτ +1



(16)



τ 0 =τ +1



e



−



Pτ 0 −1



q 00 τ 00 =τ +1 τ



τ 0 =τ +1



where ∆τ ≡ β(τ )¯ yτ (u) − b − βUτ +1 .
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! (1 − e



−qτ 0



)∆τ 0



Uniqueness of equilibrium is not guaranteed. The second equilibrium equation corresponds to the first order condition with respect to the queue lengths in the firm’s problem. Equilibrium equation (14) is obtained by plugging (15) into the zero-profit condition (9). The equilibrium wages are determined by manipulating the market value conditions using (15). In search models workers are paid a share of the joint surplus on top of their unemployment value. In directed and competitive search models, the worker’s share is determined in equilibrium as the elasticity of the job-filling probability, which is the fraction in the first term of (16). In our setting with multilateral meetings, it can also be interpreted as the probability that the applicant of age τ is the only one from his cohort conditional on the firm receiving at least one application of that type. This term is multiplied by this worker’s expected productivity net of both her unemployment value and the net expected output derived from any other potential match. In other words, workers are rewarded according to their marginal value relative to the next best alternative. Notice that if there were another type τ applicant, the marginal value of the worker would be zero. Firms commit to wage contracts when posting jobs offers. Since such offers cannot be made contingent on the number of applications received, firms commit to the expected marginal value of the applicant by averaging over these two events.15



3.4



Properties of the Equilibrium with Ranking by Unemployment Duration



Now, we state some features of the equilibrium allocation. First, we provide a rationale for an equilibrium with ranking by unemployment duration to exist. The equilibrium selection rule σ(τ ; u) = τ implies a negative relationship between profitability and unemployment duration, which hinges on an informational externality. Duration is informative about the applicant’s productivity because unemployment is indicative of potential failures at the previous screening stages. Thus, firms form rational expectations on applicants’ productivity based on their unemployment duration in equilibrium. The following lemma states that the expected productivity falls with unemployment duration regardless of what recruiting strategies (other than screening) firms choose. For any given cohort, the pool of job-seekers deteriorates over time as better candidates are more likely to be hired.16 15



As Shimer (2005) and others have pointed out, the wage equilibrium equals the expected wage a worker would



obtain if the firm auctioned off the job by using a second-price, sealed bid auction. 16 Notice that this result relies on the focus on the steady state. It is easy to come up with examples in which the opposite is true out of the steady state.



15



Furthermore, it holds that the most profitable worker is the most productive one in equilibrium. As a result, it is optimal for firms to rank candidates by their unemployment duration. This recruiting strategy is supported by the empirical evidence given inOberholzer-Gee (2008). We refer to this equilibrium as an informational stigma equilibrium. Lemma 3.3 Given a distribution u, y τ (u) is a decreasing function of τ provided that λl < λh , and passing the test is required for the job. The value of an active firm Jτ (w) declines with duration in equilibrium. This result suggests that employment prospects of a worker also deteriorate over the unemployment spell. The next lemma shows that the worker’s market value, Uτ , does decline with age, lowering workers’ well-being over time. Furthermore, hazard rates show the same declining pattern, consistent with the empirical evidence discussed above. From here it is clear that in our model negative duration dependence is caused by both unobserved heterogeneity and state dependence. Without ranking there would be only negative duration dependence due to unobserved heterogeneity. Ranking on the other hand adds a state dependence component.17 Lemma 3.4 The equilibrium expected returns from unemployment Uτ and the conditional (as well as unconditional) job-finding rates fall with duration. We are, however, unable to show analitically that this negative duration dependence extends to equilibrium wages, as it is the case in the data. In his static economy with two-sided heterogeneity, Shimer (2005) points out that wages need not decline even if the (exogenously given) productivity distribution is declining. Unlike as in Shimer (2005), the expected productivity distribution in this model is endogenously determined. This distribution together with the conditional probability in equation (16) determines the equilibrium distribution of wages. Such conditional probability is indeed an increasing function in τ , hence so are wages holding everything else equal.18 Despite that, we can prove that wages fall with duration in the limit case as T grows large if the productivity 17



Notice that if firms were not discriminating according to unemployment duration, then negative duration depen-



dence would be fully caused by unobserved heterogeneity: Each type of workers would face a constant hazard rate over their lifetime, being higher for skilled ones. 18 In a continuous time version of our model this could be simplified. The conditional probability would be 1 since the event of two equally productive workers arrive at the same time is of zero probability. On the other hand, coordination frictions would disappear in continuous time, unless some ad hoc assumptions are made (see e.g. Blanchard and Diamond (1994)).
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distribution is sufficiently convex. Yet, we have not been able to show that such sufficient condition holds in equilibrium. Our numerical analyis, however, does show that wages always fall as long as T is large enough. In particular, our calibrated economy exhibits monotonically falling wages (see Fig.??). In addition to that, in all simulations we have performed, we have faced two possible scenarios regarding wages: either they continuously fall with duration or they fall steadily up to some duration, from which on wages increase very smoothly. The intuition for the second case is the following: the marginal value of the very last worker is high as that candidate is the last resource for the firm. To a lesser degree this is also true for the second to the last worker and so on. However, this effect seems to be of second order and due to a finite T as it always disappears if T goes up.



3.5



Calibration



In order to gauge the quantitative properties of the model and to see the model’s implication for the distribution of wages, as well as the quantitative impact of policy changes, we calibrate the model to US data. There are two sets of parameters. The first group of parameters is chosen exogenously. We set the weekly discount factor β to match a yearly interest rate of 5%. The parameter T determines both the maximum weeks of unemployment and the maximum life-span of a filled vacancy. We cannot satisfy both targets at the same time and therefore set T beforehand (=52 weeks). Further we normalize the productivity of the high type yh ≡ 1. The model assumes the productivity of the low type to be equal to the value of home production : yl = b. We then jointly calibrate the remaining parameters λ, µ, k, and b to match the following targets: b is set to be equal to 40% of the implied weekly wages (as in Shimer 2005).19 We set the vacancy cost k equal to 14% of the implied quarterly wages (see Hall and Milgrom (2008)). To determine λ and µ we target two moments of the empirical monthly hazard rate distribution: the value at τ = 1 and the (unweighted) average of the 26 observed values of the (smoothed) distribution. Note that these latter two targets do not impose anything about the curvature of the hazard rate distribution. They only determine the starting value and the average level. The following table summarizes the calibration procedure. Figure 2a shows the calibrated monthly hazard rate distribution and compares it to the data. The model counterpart is computed exactly as in the data: for a given duration we add up all 19



A detailed description of the computational procedure is contained in the Code-Supplement, available online at



http://home.bi.no/a0810303.
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Table 2: Calibration Parameter



Description



Value



Target



Exogenously Set Parameters β



Weekly discount factor



.999



Annual interest rate of 5%



T



Life-span of a worker



52



-



yh



Productivity of high-skilled



1.0



(normalization)



yl



Productivity of low-skilled



=b



(model assumption)



Jointly Calibrated Parameters λ



Test-passing probability



0.1492



Monthly hazard τ = 1: 0.4738 (Data: .4717)



µ



Share of high-skilled



0.1307



Avg. monthly hazard: 0.2698 (Data: .2723)



k



Vacancy cost



0.3941



14% of avg. quarterly (model) wages: 0.3945



b



Value of home production



0.0867



40% of avg. weekly (model) wages: 0.0867



the workers who newly got employed over the succeeding 4-week interval and divide it by the total number of unemployed of that duration at the beginning of the 4-week interval. We also compare the distribution of the masses of unemployed by duration, normalized at unemployment at τ = 1, with the (smoothed) data counterpart, which has not been targeted (see Fig. 2b). The model’s distributions fits quite well the data particularly given that the calibration made no assumptions about the curvature of the hazard rate distribution. The next graph shows the the calibrated normalized wage distribution together with the smoothed empirical wage distribution. For comparability, we normalize the distributions by the wage at duration one. The model’s normalized hourly wages (averaged over 4 weeks) are decreasing over the whole range, first strongly and then monotonically approaching the low-skilled productivity yl = 0.087 (which is the same as the home production value b). Except for the monotone decline, that on average is also present in the data, we cannot match well the empirical distribution. Besides the problem that our empirical wage residuals are likely to pick up other unobserved factors, the model’s assumptions on the productivity parameters, in particular the condition yl = b, prevent it from capturing the levels and the amplitude of the empirical distribution.



The following subsection as well as the section on policy will use the calibration outcome to 18
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Figure 2: Distributions of Hazard Rates and Unemployed Workers Distribution of Wages 1
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Figure 3: Distribution of Wages perform comparative statics exercises.



3.6



Comparative Statics with Respect to Productivity



Exogenous changes in aggregate productivity affect the measure of firm entrants and thereby change the profile of expected productivities of workers across durations. In particular, a negative productivity shock implies fewer vacancies. Since vacant jobs are mostly filled with workers of short durations, the hazard rate distribution shifts downwards for long durations. To compare the quantitative impact of productivity changes with the corresponding business cycle data described in Section 2, we use our calibrated model and simulate an aggregate productivity increase of 5% by
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Figure 4: Hazard Rate and Wage Ratios for the Data and the Model increasing yh by 8% and yl by 2.5%. Figure 4a depicts both the ratio of the high productivity case to the low productivity case, and the ratio of the boom subsample to the recession subsample of the corresponding data. It turns out that the described duration effect is quantitatively small: the ratio increases by about 6% after one year. Despite the fact that the simulated ratio does not match the levels, it captures well the fairly flat shape of this ratio in the data. We perform a similar exercise with respect to the ratio of wage distributions for high and low aggregate productivity. Considering again a negative shock, lower entry leads to less testing, making the productivity profile relatively flatter across durations. Our simulated ratio of wage distributions (see Figure 4b) shows that this effect is only visible in the first three weeks of unemployment. Comparing the simulated ratio to the data counterpart we see that the levels of the ratios match well for the first 3 months. Moreover, for durations of more than 3 months the wage data shows countercyclicality whereas the simulated wages are procyclical and remain relatively constant.



4



Efficiency and Public Policy



In this section, we first study the efficiency properties of equilibrium, and then discuss the effects of some public policies that have been widely implemented in OECD countries.
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4.1



Constrained Efficiency



In this section, we show that a benevolent social planner could improve upon the decentralized equilibrium, and thus public intervention is needed to maximize social welfare. As this OLG model is cumbersome to analyze for the general case, we restrict the study to the T = 2 case, which we believe provides the key insights for the inefficiency result. For simplicity, we also set home productivity b = 0. In equilibrium, after substituting wages out, the private returns of a period t vacancy are Π∗t =



P2



τ y (τ )β − k − q t τ 1,t τ =1 ητ (qt )¯



∂ητ (qtτ ) 2 ¯t (τ )βτ τ =1 ∂q1,t y
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q2,t ∂η2 (qt2 ) ¯t (2) q1,t ∂q2,t y







+ (17)



+β y¯t (2)q



1 2 dν1 (qt ) 1,t dq1,t



∂η2 (qt2 ) ∂q2,t



pt (2)



The interpretation of (17) is straightforward. The first two terms are the expected output produced by the firm net of the vacancy cost, whereas the last two are the wage costs the firm faces. Free entry of firms yields Π∗t = 0. We now turn to the centralized economy. As is standard in the literature with risk neutrality, a benevolent dictator posts a number of vacancies to maximize total output net of recruitment costs.20 Furthermore, the planner must set a hiring strategy given the heterogeneity in productivity. The planner is also subject to the same constraints specified above for the decentralized economy: namely, the anonymity constraint, the symmetric incomplete information problem and the imperfect λ-screening technology. The first constraint limits the ability of the planner to assign workers to jobs. The planner tells identical workers to follow identical application strategies, which implies that coordination frictions arise. The two other constraints ensure that the planner has no superior screening technologies relative to firms in the decentralized economy. In particular, it cannot centralize information about the testing results to record the individual workers’ testing outcomes. Each vacancy receives a number of applications, identified only by the observables (i.e. applicants’ age). Recall that low-skilled workers are as productive at home as at work. Passing the test is therefore also a necessary condition for employment in the centralized economy. Unemployment duration is informative on candidates’ expected productivity, and the planner also discriminates 20



Given workers’ risk neutrality, this is equivalent to maximize the discounted expected utility of the representative



worker.
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against candidates with longer unemployment spells. The planner’s problem is defined as: maxq1,t



t t β vt (q1,t )



P



s.to



P



2 τ y (τ )β t τ τ =1 ηt (qt )¯



q2,t = q1,t



−k







uh,t (2)+λul,t (2) , µ+λ(1−µ)



vt (q1,t ) =



(18)



µ+λ(1−µ) q1,t



where vt (q1,t ) stands for the measure of vacancies posted in period t. The social planner opens ˆ t denote the social returns of a marginal extra vacancies provided their returns are positive. Let Π vacancy in period t. By differentiating the planner’s problem with respect to vt , the social returns of a period t vacancy are P 2 ˆ t = P2 ητ (qtτ )¯ yt (τ )βτ − k − q1,t Π τ =1 τ =1
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2 ) ∂ y¯t+1 (2) + η2 (qt+1 ∂q1,t







The first two terms stand for the expected output net of vacancy costs. The third term is the standard negative externality on other period t firms as they are less likely to fill their vacancies. When comparing to the expression for Π∗t , we conclude that this effect is internalized in equilibrium as is usually the case in directed (and competitive) search models. The last term is new, and corresponds to the discounted period t + 1 costs as period t firms reduce the expected returns of period t + 1 firms. This intertemporal effect occurs through two channels that correspond to the two objects in this last term. Let us see first the extensive margin: the extra period t firm reduces the mass of period t + 1 job-seekers, making it more difficult to fill period t + 1 jobs. Second, the intensive margin: its hiring negatively affects the composition of the period t+1 pool of unemployed and hence reduces the period t + 1 expected returns. We compare the social and private returns of a vacancy to analyze the welfare properties of the ˆ t. equilibrium allocation. Let their difference at any given allocation be denoted by dt ≡ Π∗t − Π Then, we have
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>0 (20)



This difference is strictly positive provided that the test is informative, and the two types of workers coexist. That is, decentralized firms do not internalize the negative effects on next period output, and hence there is excessive entry of firms in equilibrium. A tax on the entry cost, or equivalently on firms’ profits, would lead the decentralized economy to the social planner’s allocation. The following proposition summarizes the results. Proposition 4.1 The steady state equilibrium is not constrained efficient provided the test is informative. A tax on firms’ profits or on the vacancy-posting activity leads the equilibrium to attain efficiency. To better understand this result, it is worth looking at two extreme cases: namely, λ = 1 and λ = 0. In the former case, if the test is not informative, then the equilibrium is constrained efficient. Indeed, the setup does not differ from the standard directed search model: All workers are identical, firms do not test and make decisions according to expected productivity, the actual productivity does not depend on past decisions and is realized at the matching time. That is, not only



∂ y¯t+1 (2) ∂q1,t



= 0, but also the loss in period t + 1 output due to the marginal increase of the mass



of period t vacancies coincides with the increase in total output in period t. The second case (λ = 0) provides additional insights. Here information is asymmetric as firms have perfect information on applicants’ skills, whereas they themselves do not. If λ = 0, then the equilibrium is not constrained efficient despite that



∂ y¯t+1 (2) ∂q1,t



= 0. The social planner perfectly



discriminates between workers’ types, and decides the mass of vacancies according to the right mass of type h candidates for each τ . The equivalent decentralized economy would be populated only by skilled workers. Instead, in our setup workers’ uncertainty about their own type plays a role: although firms also perfectly distinguish types in our setup, they are constrained to promise a market value which is below the one in this alternative decentralized economy comprised only of skilled workers. As a result, there is excessive entry of firms. In other words, the forgone output in period t + 1 is larger than the welfare gains of marginally increasing the mass of vacancies in period t. For intermediate values of λ, the inefficiency source is twofold. First, the second term in 23



(20) is always positive suggesting again a less stringent market value condition than necessary to attain efficiency. Second, the change in next period’s output due to a higher queue lenght is now ∂ y¯t+1 (2) ∂q1,t



4.2



> 0, an externality which is not captured by period t agents in equilibrium.



Public Policy Discussion



In response to the factual negative duration dependence long-term unemployment has been a major focus of labor market policies in most OECD countries. Active Labor Market Policies account for 0.16% of the US GDP, and 2.18% of the Swedish (see Heckman, LaLonde, and Smith (1999)). We use our calibrated model to evaluate the welfare effects of job search assistance programs and hiring subsidies, and then briefly comment on other policies. The main insight in this section is that most public policies targeting long-term unemployment have very little positive returns, if not negative, given that the informational stigma mechanism is the sole reason for negative duration dependence. Job-search Assistance Programs. Job-search assistance programs are part of the active labor market policy package in many OECD countries, accounting for up to 0.23% of the German GDP. According to Heckman, LaLonde, and Smith (1999) Table 1, such programs include instruction on search strategies, skills and résumé preparation, counseling, and free access to job listings and telephone.21 Such programs are designed under the assumption that unemployment is an undesirable state. In other words, workers’ market productivity is above their home productivity. These programs may also make the firms’ screening technology less informative, however. To isolate and estimate this negative effect we keep the assumption that the market productivity of the unskilled workers equates their home productivity. We model the job-search assistance by raising the parameter governing the accuracy of the test, λ, for long-term unemployed ( τ ≥ 27) by 10%. This directly pushes up the effective job hazards (measured as pτ ντ ) from duration τ = 27 onwards. Instead of the steady decline across duration, the hazard rate at duration τ = 27 is now 9% higher relative to the one at τ = 26. Compared to the benchmark scenario, the steady state average job finding rate increases by about 1%: the hazard rate of the long-term unemployed increases by 10%, whereas the average rate for the short-term unemployed stays essentially unchanged. Since in our calibration the ex-ante productivity distribution approaches quite rapidly the lower bound, b, changes in λ for 21



See Meyer (1995) for evaluation of policy experiments regarding job-search assistance programs.
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long-term unemployed have virtually no effect on the productivity of those durations and therefore changes in output are negligible. Notice that we have ignored the policy-funding costs. Hiring Subsidies. One other set of policies aim to subsidize employment. Job creation subsidies are payments to firms conditional on new hires usually from targeted groups. Such policies account for 0.01% and 0.54% of the US and the Swedish GDP, respectively. Its usefulness mainly relies on the presumption of human capital deterioration over the unemployment spell, and skill acquisition on the job. However, if informational stigma is also at work and the targeted group is formed by long-term unemployed workers, this policy introduces distortions into the economy. More precisely, the employment subsidy modifies firms’ hiring incentives on the margin with negative effects on output. Because of the subsidy, employers prefer to hire targeted candidates rather than other workers with slightly shorter unemployment spells and hence on average more productive. In other words, the optimal ranking of candidates by expected productivity is now distorted by the subsidy. To calculate the efficiency costs of such a policy, we simulate the counterfactual economy with subsidies to hiring long-term unemployed. We find a significant output loss of one half percent.22 Unemployment Benefits. To understand the effect of unemployment benefits in our model we identify UI benefits with home production, b. If b increases, fewer firms will post vacancies, thereby lowering the job finding rates for all workers. As argued in Section 3.6, long-term unemployed are relatively more affected by this. Skill attrition delivers a similar outcome. For example, Ljungqvist and Sargent (1998) use a supply side search model where human capital depreciation amplifies the effect of search discouragement predominantly for long-term unemployed. In fact, we can show that for any informational stigma equilibrium there exists a parallel economy with skill attrition and search discouragement whose steady state equilibrium is observationally equivalent to that one. Centralized Screening Systems. Since we do not allow the firms to reveal or trade the testing results, efficiency gains would be obtained by centralizing testing. Interestingly, there are real world examples of such a system: first, the US Temporary Help Supply (THS) industry, and secondly 22



We have to restrict our simulations to the case of T = 20 (while leaving the other parameters the same as in our



calibration) due to accuracy issues that affect re-ordering (see the online appendix for further details). We subsidize firms hiring workers of duration 11 to 20 weeks by an amount equal to 7 times average weekly pay. Subsidies are financed by a lump sum tax.
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the Japanese school-based hiring system. Regarding the former, Autor (2001) reports that THS firms grew systematically in the 1990s accounting for 10% of employment growth in that decade. In addition to training and labor supply, the THS industry offers screening services. In particular, screening is relevant for one fourth of THS clients, who aim at filling in permanent positions. Second, Japanese high-schools play an active role in the job-assignment of the newly graduated students, and firms benefit from the information accumulated by teachers over the years at school.23



5



Conclusions



The empirical evidence shows that hazard rates and entry wages fall as unemployment progresses. Two non-mutually exclusive factors have been considered: a genuine and a spurious duration dependence. The latter component is based on heterogeneity of workers that is observable to economic agents, but unobservable to the econometrician. Over the course of unemployment the composition of workers changes in favor of those with lower hazard rates. Genuine duration dependence in contrast results from characteristics, such as loss of skills, search discouragement or stigmatization that can change during unemployment. This paper builds a theory of ranking by unemployment duration based on informational stigma, in which both factors take place. Firms form rational expectations on the expected productivity of job applicants according to the observables. Provided that skilled workers are more likely to pass the interviews, unemployment duration is a signal of the expected productivity of applicants as it conveys information on past rejections. The informational externality leads firms to optimally rank candidates by duration, what points to the state dependent component of the negative duration dependence. In addition, we document that hazard rates seem to exhibit no duration-related component over the business cycle, whereas wages do. To contrast with the data, we do a comparative statics exercise with respect to the aggregate productivity. It would be an interesting exercise to extend the model (and the data sample period) to more properly analyze the business cycle effects of unemployment duration. Nonetheless, analyzing the stationary equilibrium of a stochastic model with a two-state Markov process governing the aggregate productivity level confronts with the computational limitations due to the dimensionality of the state space. 23



See Genda, Kondo, and Ohta (2010) for further details.
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Appendix



6.1



Proofs



Proof of Proposition 3.2 Let f : K → K defined as the composition φ ◦ ψ. We just need to show that f is a continuous function, and K ⊂ 
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In words, K is the nonempty set of



pairs formed by worker distributions in the two dimensional age-productivity space and today’s expectations on unemployment value functions. The reasons for the defining constraints will be seen in short. Obviously, the set in question is compact. We turn now to show that ψ(z) is a continuous function. After substituting out the wages from the complementary slackness conditions, the firm’s problem can be rewritten as  T  X Uτ − b − βUτ0 +1 τ maxq F (q) ≡ ητ (q )∆(τ ) − qτ pλ (τ ) τ =1



where ∆(τ ) ≡ y¯λ (τ )β(τ ) − b − βUτ0 +1 . Wages were replaced out because unemployed workers strictly prefer employment to unemployment. Then, the complementary slackness condition implies that low wages are penalized with zero queue lengths. In other words, Uτ > b + βUτ0 +1 . First, we will show that the firm’s problem has a unique solution, which is characterized by the first order conditions. The Hessian of function F is D2 F = (hij )i,j , where for any given pair (i, j), with i ≤ j,



hij =



X ∂ 2 ητ (q τ ) τ ≥j



∂qi ∂qj



∆(τ ) = −



0 Uj − b − βUj+1 pλ (j)



The last expression for hi,j is only true at the critical values of F . Therefore, hi,j < 0 at the critical values for all i, j. Now, we will show that the Hessian is negative definite at all critical values. That is the case if and only if v 0 D2 F v < 0, where v is a nonzero vector of dimension T . Notice that P 2 P T v 0 D2 F v = Ti=1 hij v , which is strictly negative since: first, all hessian components are ` `=i P so, and are multiplied by non-negative numbers; and second, T`=ι v` 6= 0, where ιis the subindex of the last nonzero component of vector v. As a result, all critical values must be local maximums, i.e. there is a unique global maximum, and the FOC are also sufficient..
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Let z ∈ K. Then, ψ(z) is defined by the solution set of the following system: qτ = q1 α(τ ) for all τ < T



(21)



qT = q1 α(T ) T X



τ X



β(τ )y(τ ; u) − b − βUτ0 +1



τ =1



where α(τ ) =



qj qτ



j=1



uh (τ )+ul (τ )λ µ+(1−µ)λ .



∂ντ (q) = −k ∂qj



(22)



The third condition comes from rearranging terms in the zero-profit



condition by using the FOC of the firms’ maximization problem, whereas the remaining equations are the Resource constraint (12). It must be shown that the solution set is singleton. For that, the variables qτ are replaced out from the last condition imposing the first equalities. Thus, it remains a two equation system with two unknowns q1 and qT . The equation (??) establishes a positive relationship between the two variables. Finally, after taking derivatives on the equation (22) with respect to q1 , we obtain ! T −1 PT −1 X dqT y(T ; u)e−(q1 i α(i)+qT ) q1 = α(i) + qT dq1 i !2 T −1 τ Pτ X X − (β(τ )y(τ ) − βUτ0 +1 − β(τ + 1)y τ +1 + βUτ0 +2 )q1 e−q1 i α(i) α(i) τ



i



−y(T )



T −1 X



−q1



α(i)e



PT −1 i



α(i)−qT



i



From what it follows



dqT dq1



q1



T −1 X



! α(i) + qT



i



< 0 in K as the second defining restriction implies that the first term



of the right hand side is negative. Hence ψ is a function on K. Indeed, it is a continuous one. Since φ is obviously a continuous function, so is the composed f . Finally, the first defining constraint of the set K guarantees that the equilibrium is characterized by a declining expected productivity over the lifetime. k Proof of Lemma 3.3 Let P (i|τ, p) denote the probability that a worker of age τ is of type i conditional on having passed the test (event p). We need to show that P (h|τ, p) is decreasing in τ . Then, by using Bayes’ rule, ⇔



P (h|τ, p) > P (h|τ + 1, p) P (h)P (τ,p|h) P (h)P (τ,p|h)+(1−P (h))P (τ,p|l)



>



P (h)P (τ +1,p|h) P (h)P (τ +1,p|h)+(1−P (h))P (τ +1,p|l)
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Now, after some manipulations, this inequality is true if and only if P (τ |l) P (τ + 1|l) P (τ |l)(1 − λl + λl P (τ + 1|τ )) < = ⇔ λh > λl P (τ |h) P (τ + 1|h) P (τ |h)(1 − λh + λh P (τ + 1|τ )) where P (τ + 1|τ ) stands for the probability of staying unemployed one more period conditional on passing the test. Thus, the expected productivity y τ falls with τ provided that type l workers are less successful in passing the test than type h job-seekers are. The proof of declining values Jτ (w) follows closely Shimer (2005), so it is omitted.k Proof of Lemma 3.4 Let us first show that U (τ ) decreases in τ . For simplicity, b = 0. We can rewrite the first order condition of the firm’s program (13) with respect to qτ ´ as



U (τ ) = βU (τ + 1) + pτ ´ e



−



Pτ



1



qτ 0



T X



e−



Pτ 0



τ +1 qτ 00



(∆(τ 0 ) − ∆(τ 0 + 1))



(23)



τ



Now, we proceed by backward induction. The first inequality in the two following cases comes from pτ > pτ +1 for all τ Case T-1: U (T − 1) − U (T ) > βU (T ) + pT e− pT e−



PT −1 1



qτ 0 (¯ yT −1 (1



PT −1 1



qτ 0 (∆(T



− 1) − ∆(T )) = βU (T )(1 − pT e−



P−1 1



qτ 0 )



+



+ β)) − y¯T ) > 0



Case τ : U (τ ) − U (τ + 1) > β(U (τ + 1) − U (τ + 2)) + pτ +1 e− Pτ 0 P eqτ +1 Tτ+1 e− τ +2 qτ 00 (∆(τ 0 ) − ∆(τ 0 + 1))) = = β(U (τ + 1) − U (τ + 2)) + pτ +1 e− pτ +1 e−



Pτ



1



qτ 0 )



+ pτ +1 e−



Pτ



1



qτ 0 (¯ yτ β(τ )



Pτ



1



qτ 0 (∆(τ )



Pτ



1



PT



qτ 0 (



τ



e−



Pτ 0



τ +1 qτ 00



(∆(τ 0 ) − ∆(τ 0 + 1)) −



− ∆(τ + 1)) = β(U (τ + 1) − U (τ + 2))(1 −



− y¯τ +1 β(τ + 1))>0



The last inequality derives from the induction step, and the falling expected productivity. Regarding the second part, to show that the job-finding rate conditional on passing the test it must be shown that for any τ , 1 − e−qτ 1 − e−qτ +1 > e−qτ qτ qτ +1



(24)



or, rearranging terms eqτ



1 − e−qτ 1 − e−qτ +1 > qτ qτ +1
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(25)



Notice that the left hand side is an increasing function of qτ . Thus, the inequality holds provided that qτ > qτ +1 > 0. In equilibrium this condition is satisfied due to the Resource constraint. Now, to show that unconditional job-finding probabilities also decline with τ , we need to prove that



(p(h|τ + 1) + λ(1 − p(h|τ + 1))ντ +1 (qτ +1 ) ≤ (p(h|τ ) + λ(1 − p(h|τ ))ντ +1 (qτ )



(26)



We just proved that ντ +1 (qτ +1 ) ≤ ντ (qτ ). As the passing the test probability also decreases with τ (26) holds.k



6.2



Data



The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) compiles data on employment- and earnings-related issues since 1940 by means of the Current Population Survey (CPS). Individuals stay in the survey for two sets of four consecutive months with an eight month period in between. The fourth and eight interviews constitute the so-called outgoing rotation groups, and earnings-related questions are asked only then. Mostly due to this structural difference, hazard rate observations outnumber newly employed workers’ wages by about four to one. We therefore construct two different datasets for the period 1994-2008.24 In both cases, we take only those observations for which individuals report to have been unemployed in the previous month. In addition, the earnings data subsample reduces to those individuals employed in the month of the the interview. To keep track of individuals over two consecutive months, we use the household identifier, person line number, and month-in-sample, and check for consistency by comparing sex, race and age variables across months. We apply a number of filters to both datasets. First, age is restricted to be between 20 and 60 years. Second, individuals reporting either not to be actively seeking for a job or expecting a recall in the previous month are excluded as their job-seeking behavior and possibilities are likely to differ from the regular unemployed job-seekers.25 Third, farming-, army- and public-administrationrelated employment are removed from the pool. Fourth, observations linked to unemployment spells longer than one year are not considered. Finally, imputed observations are excluded, i.e. only reported earnings are considered (see the discussion of allocated earnings below). This leaves us 24



Surveys from June to September 1995 are excluded due to methodological changes that difficult tracing individuals



over time. 25 Reemployment wages upon recall are strongly linked to their prior-to-temporary-layoff earnings. Katz and Meyer (1990) estimate the mean weekly income loss at 14.44% upon a job switch, and at 5.73% after a recall.
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with 52576 observations of hazard rates and 12 852 of hourly wages.26 Hourly Wages.



In 1994 a major redesign of the CPS took place concerning both question word-



ing and data processing, which particularly affected the earnings variable (see US-Census-Bureau and Polivka). These changes make it difficult to compare hours worked and hourly wage before and after 1994, and mostly motivate our choice of the time period. Prior to this methodological change, individuals were asked to report their earnings on a weekly basis, including overtime, tips, and commissions. In addition, they were asked to report their usual working hours at all jobs. After 1994, interviewees were allowed to report their earnings at an hourly basis, being labeled “hourly workers”.27 Such workers report their hourly rate at their main job, excluding overtime, tips, and commissions. These extra payments are also reported at the weekly basis. Remaining interviewees report total earnings (including extra payments), which are converted to weekly rates. Our focus is on the hourly wage of hourly workers at their main job This may have some caveats, particularly if there is a selection effect from excluding non-hourly workers, or if the extrapayments are a substantial component of earnings. An alternative is to analyze weekly earnings (extra payments included) divided by usual hours (see Schmitt for a discussion). There are, however, some reasons in favor of our procedure: First, the ratio of hourly to non-hourly workers is above five, and, for hourly workers, weekly earnings obtain from multiplying the hourly wage and the usual number of working hours (adding the overtime, tips and commissions, if reported).28 There are very few observations with extra payment for hourly workers. Second, as opposed to working time “at all jobs”, since 1994 usual working time at the main has been directly addressed, and double checked. Further, “hours vary” was introduced as a new answer in the working time question. Imputation strategies may be undertaken given that such a response accounts for just 6 to 7% of the total employment (see Schmitt). However, the percentage rises to over 14% in our subsample of newly employed indicating that the working time may be more volatile at the start of employment spells. Further, Abraham, Spletzer, and Stewart emphasize the problem of workers’ over-reporting their working time. In any case, we do robustness checks for hourly workers’ weekly earnings controlling 26



Unemployment benefits certainly affect job-seeking behavior, and hence the probability of finding a job and the



accepted wage). Unfortunately, we cannot control for that since the CPS does not ask for benefits eligibility. 27 To be precise, those individuals who prefer to report on a non-hourly basis, but declare to be paid hourly are also labeled as “hourly workers”. 28 Using CPS recoding variables, we would have: Prernwly = Prernhly x Peernhr0 + Peern.
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for working time to adjust for extra payments. We have around 200 observations that report extra payments. See Table 3.Moreover, there are some common issues related to processing the earnings data. Regarding trimming, i.e. how to deal best with implausibly high hourly wages, we follow Schmitt and keep only hourly rates between $1 and $100. Less than 0.2% of our weekly earnings observations are top-coded, which suggests that our filter is likely to be costless. Another potential issue is the allocated earnings. BLS uses the “cell hot decking” procedure to impute earnings to those missing responses.29 . The allocated responses account for over 30% of the outgoing rotation group after 1994, and about 21% in our subsample of newly employed workers.30 We have performed the analysis excluding those imputed earnings; robustness checks that include them can also be found in Table 3. After deflating wages by US city average CPI-U, we adopt a log-linear specification using the outgoing rotation group weights. . In the Mincerian log wage regression, the set of regressors is formed by a time variable, age and its square, along with monthly, sex, race, marital status, industry, occupation, state, education, union-membership, and full time job dummies. Additionally, a dummy to control for the potential effects of unemployment benefits exhaustion at the 26th week is included, although turns out not to be statistically significant. We cannot directly include experience as a regressor since the basic monthly CPS does not include any experience variable. Haefke, Sonntag, and Van Rens (2007), for instance, impute experience from subtracting schooling years from age, and considering Jaeger (1997) estimation of years of schooling from CPS coding. We prefer to use directly age and educational attainment as regressors, capturing all information from such imputation. Hazard Rates. To estimate the empirical hazard rate at any given unemployment duration, two time series are constructed: one for newly employed and another one for job-seekers. The time series of newly employed individuals of unemployment duration τ is generated by adding all the observations who report to be employed at the time interview, and were looking for a job at the previous one, weighted by the CPS outgoing rotation weights. Similarly for the second time series. For seasonal adjustment, we use the US Census Bureau’s X-12-ARIMA algorithm. X-12-ARIMA treats missing values as outliers. . Unfortunately, for many months the seasonal adjustment is not 29



According to the US-Census-Bureau, “the weekly earnings hot deck is defined by age, race, sex, usual hours,



occupation, and educational attainment.” 30 For methodological reasons, there are no imputed earnings from January 1994 to August 1995.
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Table 3: Robustness Checks for Wages Correlation



F test



Overall



Boom



Recession



Data 20-60 yearsa



Allocatedc



-0.4326 (0.0000)



-0.3690 (0.0000)



-0.1214 (0.0000)



1.5 (0.2214)



Data 20-60 yearsb



Non-Alloc.



Non-significant



-0.1479 (0.0280)



-0.2385 (0.0003)



.23 (0.6285)



Allocated



0.0822 (0.0049)



-0.1294 (0.0304)



-0.3165 (0.0000)



0.45 (0.5014)



Non-Alloc.



-0.3940(0.0000)



-0.3897 (0.0000)



-0.1397 (0.0000)



2.10 (0.14)



Data 20-30 yearsa



Data 20-25 yearsa Non-Alloc. -0.2500(0.0000) -0.2508 (0.0000) -0.0806 (0.0000) 0.37 (0.5419) Note: a. Excluding overtime, tips, and commissions; b. Including these extra payments; c. Including allocated values. There are only about 200 observations for each subsample for the the 20-60 years data set.



possible due to too many missing values. We therefore compute the monthly hazard rates only for the first 26 weeks. Finally, we calculate the empirical monthly hazard rate, h(τ ), as the ratio of newly employed to job-seekers in a given duration. That is, P e(t, τ ) h(τ ) ≡ Pt t s(t, τ ) where e(t, τ ) and s(t, τ ) refer to the weighted and seasonally adjusted mass of newly employed and job-seekers who had been unemployed for τ weeks at time t, respectively.
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